Origin Inline Slider
Operating Instructions

Opening the door
1. Insert the key into the lock, turn it 360° and remove.
2. Flip the handle up to disengage the locks.
3. Open the now unlocked door by sliding it across in the opening direction.
4. Depending on your configuration, to open the remaining doors, slide each door
in same direction as you did with the lead door, until all doors are open or stage
them where you want.

Closing the door
1. Start by pulling the lead door in the closing direction. From there, depending on
your configuration, slide the remaining doors in the same direction, starting with
the door closest to the lead door.
2. Once all doors are closed, engage the locks by flipping down the handle.
3. Once the locks are engaged, lock the doors by turning the
key 360° anti-clockwise.

Helpful hints & tips:
Safety recommendations when handling and using the doors.
Danger of being caught
Pay attention to the possibility of being
caught between the frame and the door
while they’re being operated.

Danger of falling
An open door poses a risk of people tripping
or falling. Ensure you supervise children
when the doors are open.

Maintenance Instructions
Your Origin Doors contain mechanical moving parts that will need to be lubricated
periodically. This includes the locking mechanism and trolley wheels. Lubricate using
silicone spray or grease and wipe away any excess with a non-abrasive cloth.

Routine Care of your Origin Doors
Powder coated aluminium profile and glass
Use a light, soapy solution (such as a diluted baby bath product) and non-abrasive cloth to wipe
dirt from the doors and glass. Washing up liquid is not recommended, and do not use solvent
based cleaning products. Please also refrain from using an abrasive cloth such as a scouring pad
as the doors and glass can be scratched.
If you are in a marine environment, the doors and hardware should be washed down on a weekly
basis with fresh water as it is common for harmful deposits to build up.
Before beginning any maintenance or construction work close to the doors and glass, it should
be protected from dirt which can be originated from the site. Use plastics and weatherstripping as required.
Seals
Use a light, soapy solution and non-abrasive cloth to gently clean these. Do not use solvent based
cleaning products on the seals.
Tracks
Use a small brush to loosen any debris from the track. Using a suitable vacuum cleaner with
a thin attachment, vacuum up the debris in the track. Do not allow debris to build up in the
track as this will affect the operation.

Home Maintenance Log (tick the appropriate action taken on the date)
Cleaning Frames

Lubricating

Hoovering Tracks

Initials

If you would like any aspect of the door operation explaining to you,
please call or email a member of the team using the details below.
t 0808 168 5816		
e enquiry@origin-global.com

w www.origin-global.com
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